Delegation Request

Delegation’s Information:

Sapha Habibi, Kevin Donoghy and Sarah Lovegrove, New Leaf Outreach, have requested an appearance before Council.

City: Nanaimo
Province: BC

Delegation Details:

The requested date is May 13, 2019.

The requested meeting is:
Special Council

Bringing a presentation: Yes

Details of the Presentation:

New Leaf Outreach wishes to present the purpose, mission and goals of our organization and its many ongoing project to the council and, through them, the public. It is our goal to address the integral role our organization can and will play in preventing unnecessary deaths related to the overdose crisis.

New Leaf Outreach hopes to develop a constructive rapport with City of Nanaimo council and leadership, broker positive community relationships (the public, businesses, organizations), and garner collaborative support from the people of Nanaimo in our efforts to end the overdose crisis.